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The Metallurgical Institute "Hasan Brkic" Zenica was founded in 1961 with 

the aim to cover the increasing R&D needs of the country, s  steel indu- 

stry. Problems arising from apocific properties of domestic raw ma- 

terials like iron ores, fluxes,    refractories, foundry sands etc. requ- 

ired intensive investigations to develop processes and procedures how 

to use them with optimum technological and economic efficiency. Fur- 

thermore, the intensive development of the steel industry involving 

many new installations and equipment like agglomeration plants, blast- 

furnaces, steel making furnaces, rolling mills etc, required carefull 

studies to achieve the originally designed production figures as weU 

as a satisfactory quality of the producta. AU these problems together 
to 

with the general necessity increase the efficiency of the steel industry, 

made the organization of an institution professionally concerned with 

the research of steel metallurgical problems highly urgent. Due to ba- 

sic orientation towards applied reaea* ch the decision was made to se- 

lect the site for the institute in Zenica as the center of Yugoslav steel 

industry. The location of the institute in Zenica should enable the re- 

search sfcf* to keep everyday contact   with the production engineers 

and experts in order to be informed about the industrial problems to be 

selected for research programming. 

The etohbration of the master programme for the design and imple- 

mentatidh'òf the institutes facilities was based on some preparatory 
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actions like following: 

1. Selection and tot up of the research programme 

2. Set up of the structure of the organization 

3. The design of the laboratory and pilot premises and 
• i •• • i 

orficee as well as the oelection of corresponding equipment. 

I Vhe «Parting point for tho establishment of the research phylosophy 

was the classification of the metallurgical research activities in the 
veil known 4 segments ¿ike: 

Procesa research 

«     Product research 

Metallurgical engineering studies 

Fundamental roscurch 

Each of t.iese oegmyrjrs  aoing .•oasibly a subject oí research program- 

me a proper »lection is to be   nade having in mind the general goal« 
f of the institute. 

f Process Research iny olvu a   he., investigations, oí *he eteel metallurgica* 

extraction, procesa«-—rf •    fv ?« -: prw«^ HU« b-neficiation and 

preparation of the blast furr  co burden materials* reduction and oxyda- 

tion processes, hot and col'; forming processes etc; with the general ' 

Soul to find more efficient i chnological oolutions. The revolutionary 

f changes accomplished in th. last few decades like the use of oxygen, 

j vaccum metallurgy, eontln* JUS steel casting, high speed rolling mitt« 

and alike are good example   of achievements of this kind of research., 

I Such research is Carried c ,t in large scale experiments with very high 

investment and experiment il costs being accessible to big organisa- 

tions in highly developed   >untrios. It seemed to be unrealistic for a 

country like Yugoslavia t  start with research with the strategic goals 
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to develop new processes and *.>quipment. It is more likely that the 

actions in this field Hhould be oriented to some more realistic goals 

like: 

a) Keeping informed about the recent state and the trends of 

development in the world to be able to make a proper selec- 

tion of processes and equipment for the modernization of the 

existing and for the construction of the new steelmaking indu- 

stries. The solution of this problem requires a will orga- 

nized information and documentation service, as well as the 

various methods of contacts with the world leading profes- 

sional organizations. 

b) The adaptation of the technology transferred from develo- 

ped countries to the domestic conditions taking into account 

some «pepific factors of influence arising from domestic 

raw materials, energy supply, human attitudes etc. in order 

to achieve the productivity rate and economic efficiency, or 

otiier Parameters of periorrnance as those ueing accompli- 

shed with similar processes and equipment in the well esta- 

blished industries in the world. This type of research can be 

mostly performed by proper industrial esperimentation, in- 

volving carefull monitoring and registration of the relevant 

parameters like temperare, pressure, time, quantities 

etc. As examples of this kind can be mentioned: the blast 

furnace investigations, time studies in the rolling mills, 

establishment of heat balance of the metallurgical furnaces 

etc. For this type of research one has to provide the research 

teams under the leadership of some senior engineers with a 

well established industrial experience. Such teams arc to 

be equipped with appropriate transportable instrumentation 
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to he used for various measurements on the qpot. , 

c) Laboratory and pilot plant experimentation is to be provided 

for such problems of process research, the solution of which 

could hardly be expected by the others, i. e.   outside of the 

country. This particularly applies to the problems specific 

to the dome? tic reuourcee, primarly iron ores, coals ref- 

ractories etc.  The benericiation of iron ores requires the 

,       developrm nt of the., technologies appropriate to their minera- 

.;i.        .   ..logical, chemical and physical properties. This was the 

;•..-...; r^oîl to decide to organise this type of research and   to 

implement tiie adequate equipment for pilot plant investi- 
gQtion. 

Product Research seems to be the most important one due to some par- 

ticular reasons.  This type of rematch is, concerned «pith,the intensif 

investigation of steel materials in order to   improve the quality of the 
e*i*«ng product-mix or to deve lop new steel produJs being opt produced 
before. 

The économie efficionerr e" ih-   .tec!   -idustry lfl substantially influenced 

bjr two factors: size coat degi ssion arid the price value of ihe product 

mi«. The size cost degressiv is hardly to be afforded in the smaller 

and developing countries bee, use it requires very high capacity produc- 

tion uniti Uke; extraordinary oig blaet-furnaöes, oxygen converters, 

rolling mills etcw having the mnual capacitlea of the order of more 

millions tons per year.- Brin t capital intensif and requiring very broad 

markets, such units are moi tly beyond the economic potentials of 

countries like Yugoslavia, .o, the solution of problem of economic 

efficiency is more likely to oe reached through a higher level special 

grade product mix being hi iftril contributing more to the national 

economy. The renitenti**! of such a higher grade product mix is only 
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posHible thn. jgh a well established , roduction technol gy as well as 

well established quality control syalhem being substantially dépendent 

of an adequate research and development activity.  This particularly 

because the technological transfer from developed countries in this 

iicid iiriH ninny obRt.-.clet, at .iuing tram conflicting tendencies on the 

world market of the steel producta. 

From the point of vieux of the organization, this type of rentaren Is 

more feasible to be accomplished within the framework of a research 

institution. It requires pilot installations for melting, shaping and 

processing of steels and alloys, as well as a set of well equipped labora- 

tories being able to follows chemical and structural changes of thè me- 

tals and alloys through the technological transformations, as well as 

to determine their properties. TIIìK type of experimentation has econo- 

mic advantages due to the fact that: the production of small experimen- 

tal heats in the range of 50 - 100 kg  weight is highly infornmtif, but 

many times less coKtly than the experimentation on an industrial sca- 

le at steel melting furnaces, rolling mills etc. The informations obta- 

ined through such experinwr^ can - -.ve high costn of industrial expe- 

rimentation but can supply the substantial data necessary to establish 

the corresponding production technology. An improvement of the deoxy- 

dations practice as well as the investigations of new type Comdex deo- 

xidtzers, the metallurgical behaviour of alloying additions, the new 

combinations of chemical composition of some new steels and alloys, 

the determination of basic parameters for hot and cold working of 

steels and alloys are some outstanding examples of this type of re sear .h. 

In the field od Metallurgical Engineering Studies, there nre some  topics 

being of particular importance for the countries being in the course of 

developing their steel making and steel processing industries. The ela- 

boration of the feasibility studies for the modernization of the existing 
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a8 well as for the   erection of new industry providing proper selection 

of processes; capacities and produr.R,  supplied with t orresponding 

techno-economic analysis is a subject very frequently requested by the 

industry or governmental bodies.  The availability of such studies before 

contacting the supplyers of equipment is very useful giving impartial 

proposals not biassed by commercial or some other interests. Another 

type of research belonging to this groups is the investigation of perfor- 

mance of metallurgical furnaces, efficiency of their heat economy and 

the preparation of proposals for the corresponding improvements. The 

same applies to the problems of safety of work in metallurgy beitig an 

urgent problem.-in the metallurgical engineering studies. 

AB far as Fundamental Research is concerned one should cleerly ha- 

ve in mind what'are the basic objects of this type of research in a de- 

veloping country. The fundamental research as n method to etrenghten 

theoretical knowledge being the basic condition for developing the re- 

search capabilities,  is justifie*;, but this kind of activity should not be 

excercised beyond the human : nd economic resources of the country. 

In the case c* metallurgy the   nvest- Taiion of some ba  ic laws of phy- 

sical chemistry and  pnysica:   utsiaiiargy bt;em to be indispensable 

for án adequate research qua ity as a whole, in this category could 

be involved also the developi ,ent of new methods of chemical, physi- 

cal, mechanical etc testing i Metallic materials the mastering of which 

is the basis for a succesfull solution of the R&D problems. 

Having in mind all the typçs of research mentioned above the appropri* 

ate organizational structure   has been developed involving following 

organizational units: 
•i 

DIVISION FOR LABORATORY RESEARCH including Metallo* 

graphic-, Physical-, Mechanical Testingr, Chemical.-. Mine- 

ralogical- and Ceramic laboratories. 
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DIVISION FOR TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH including Depar- 

tments and Pilot  plant M for C   C Uenefioatiou ai  ' Agglomeration. 

Melting of Steels and Alloys,,  Hot and Cold tunning by rolling« 

forging, pressing, drawing of rods and wires,  float Treating. 
t 

DIVISION FOR METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING including 

Department for Feasibility Srudifis and Consulting' Se**v;c.^>, 

Studien of Heat and Metallurgical Furnaces, Safety of Work in 

Metallurgy and Computer Center. 

DIVISION FOR METALLURGICAL EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING 

AND MAINTENANCES including Denigri office .Machine Shop, 

Electrical and Electronic Repair Shop, Maintenance of the Buil- 

dings. 

DIVISION FOR ADMINISTRATION including Research Adminis- 

tration and Planning HH well as the other Manubri cm Functions. 

All these Divisions are situated in five specially designed buil- 
2 

dings with a total of 12000 m ' working aerea. The buildings 

are located on an aerea of Í500ÜO m ' in the central part of cUy 

Zenicn at distance od » km fr^m the Iron ¡k Steel Works Zenicr- 

being expanded to a steel capacity od 2, 6 mil tons/year. 

The present  staff of the Institute amounts 305 employes, 104 of them 

I»-tying a Untvei" ity-degree. Bey end tbîn, the Institute engríe* still 150 

experts from the industries and universities as part time collaborators. 

T«e present volume of R&D services amounts slightly above an equiva- 

lent of 3 millions US Dollars per year consisting of an average og 50 

to 60 finished research projects per yam*. The total number of finished 

Rfct) projects in the period of 15 years amounts more than 750 dealing 

with different problems of steel metallurgical process, product, engine- 

* 



ering and furuhmental research. 

The intensif growts of Institute' s capabilities and their activities could 

hardly be achieved without an adequate cooperation with the industry 

being the basic consumer of Institute's services. Since the start of Its 

functioning the Institute established its relation with the industry on a 

contract basic, it means, a contract for every research project. Through 

such contracts the obligations of both partners are stipulated. The In- 

stitute is obliged to give the R&1> service within the stipulated terms 

of reference and according to the up to date standards of knowledge, the 

offered solution being the subject of acceptance by a group of experts 

nominated by the customer. The customer is obliged to pay for the 

services in the way and amount as agreed upon in the contract, Beyond 

this, the Institute is obliged to treat the research results as confiden- 

tial matter, the publication of which being the subject of approvment 

of the customer. In the case of a result being subject to a patent, th« 
partners 

relation between the two are to bo ruled by mutual agreement and by 

the existing laws. 

In order to be able to estíiblisl  such »"business like"   relations with the 

industrial companies one has 'o provide some bsBic conditions. First 

of all, the industrial management has to be "research minded" expec- • 

ting the solution of their problems throughR&D services, and beyond 

this, it has to have the   confidence in Institute's capabilities by enga- 

ging him for the solution of tie corresponding problem. The competition 

for the orientation of the industrial management to the research services, 

as well as for the corresponding contracts, is one of the basic tasks 

of Institute's management. Some experiences acquired in this respect 

seem to be  useful to be given in more detail. 

In appointing the research staff attention is to be paid to the researchers 

with an industrial experience. A number of experienced experts, able 
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tobe the  partners with the industry seems to be indispensable, parti- 

cularly in the early stages of the or/   nization of a res   irch institution. 

This type of researchers fills the gup between university professors 

or theoretical scientists and industrial management. It. helps to the sci- 

entists to be more pragmatic and can be sufficiently convincing  in 

«'earning the research projects adjusted to the correspondu^,' needs of 

the industry. The appointment of scientists with a higher academic 

level, doctors, etc,  should come in a later stage when the research , 

activity reaches a certain level being concerned with the problems the 

solution of which requires more sophisticated methods. 

In analysing the problem of relation between the research institute and 

industry it seems to be useful to bear in mind three stages of the R&D 

activity. This are: research programming, research process and 

application of research results, a close cooperation in all three stages 

being indi.spensable for a succesful result. 

Research programming means the selection of research projects and 

their set up. There are two different situations which may arise in 

setting up a research project. Either in industrial con ^any summons the 

research institute for solving a particular problem, ore the institute 

submits a proposal to a production enterprise. In the firpt case, the 

institute, being in a defensive position, has to be able through collec- 

tion of neceasarv background informations to set up a research prog- 

rambei ig suitable to meet the customers needs. In the case* deficiency 

af adequate researchers,, engineers or technologists, it is recommended 

rather to try to hire some experts from outside of the institute, for in- 

stance,from University or industry as part time collaborators, if ava- 

ilable, then to refuse the order. One has, namely, to bear in mind 

that the rendine«.*; to help to tome industrial company in trouble sho- 

oting some urgent, problem helps very efficiently to establish mutual 
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confidencè and fair business relation in the future. 
of 

In the case absence of the summons from the part of industry the rese- 

arch organization should be richer agressive then to wait for the or- 

ders. In this case one has to submit the proposals for the research 

projects which will meet the industrial needs and as such will probably 

be accepted. Two elements are necessary for preparation of euch pro- 

posals: the knowledge of the exisHng and future problems of particular 

industrial company, as well as the state and trends of development in 

this particular field on the international level.  The informations on the 

current problems are to be collected through direct contact with indu- 

strial engeneers and management, by interviewing them and through the 

direct visits to the production shops, or through study of corresponding 

documents like development programma, production and quality control 

reports etc. The location of the Institute in the industrial aerea, and 

not in big or capital cities proved to be very useful for this type af 

activity.  Based on all these informations one can elaborate the propo- 

sals of research projects which meet the needs of the corresponding 

industry. 

The „organization of an adequate information service proved to be very 

helpful in applying for research projects. Having in mind the particu- 

lar production activity of an industrial company, the institute prepares 

an information bulletin indicating the current publications which may 

be of interest for the technical staff of potential customer .giving them 

the possibility of supply of these papers.  Promoting the interest for 

the development on thd international level in a particular field, one 

stimulates the technical staff and management to npply for similar 

results in their own production activity nnd that is a step towards sum- 

moning the research institute for corresponding research project. 

-j*- 
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The planning for the future in the industry of developing countries is 

often moro concerned with production quantity figures,  thon with the 

quality of products and with the tüch; ologtnr, how to re ach it.  So, for 

instance, the steel producing industry planning indicates the targets 

of the yearly steel production and defines the product mix hy shape li- 

ke flat products, sections,bars, etc, but the type and  structure of 

steel is mostly neglected. In promoting this category of planning by 

stressing the modern development of steel and alloys with higher per- 

formances, being the subject of a more sophisticated technology, the 

research institute has a very efficient method to convince the manage-1 

ment to include the R&D as a vital part of their planning. 

The second stage of research activity is the actual research process. 

Depending on the type of research project it involves a broad variety 

of methods to be carried out.  Metallurgical research is mostly con- 

cerned with multidisciplinary projects requiring the organizotion of 

the more complex working teams.  Moreover, the accomplishment of 

a greater part of project require experimentation in more stages like 

laboratory-, pilot-plant and industrial experimentation. It proved ve- 

ry favourable   o constitute the worki   * teams not only   j different 

experts .belonging to the Institute, but also through engagement of en- 

gineer« and technologists from the industry, university, etc. nr part 

time collaborators. The mode of work Bitch teams is rather complecx 

but can be   outlined roughly by demonstrating an example, for instane^ 

the investigation of possibility to produce a self fluxing sinter bastid 

on a particular mix of domestic iron ores. The investigation involves 

pilot plant experiments varying the basic technological parameters in 

order to obtain optimum of basicity and strcnght, monitored by extensi- 

ve laboratory work testing the chemical, mineralogical nnd reducibility 

properties of obtained sinter and, finally the verification of obtained 

wm 
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recommandations on an  industrial sinter plant. The set up of basic 

research cor-ept üB well as piannin   of experiments i    accomplished 

by the full team under the leadership of project manager. The warne ap- 

plies for discussion of obtained results. But ¿he accomplishment of ex- 

periments as such is made on laboratory and pilot-plant scale by Insti- 

tute* staff, and in ttje execution of industrial experiments the industrial 

people,   engaged as collaborator, can be very useful. They help with 

their practical experiences making the investigation more pragmatic 

and.suitable to be; accepted in regular use. The participation of indus- 

trial experts in mixed working teams in establishing the research pro- 

gramme, the opportunity to exchange Ideas with the scientists and iv..*- 

versity people proved to be very useful to promote the cooperation, tp . 

facilitate the innovative performance arising from research results» 

and finally, to promote the interest of management for R^D services 
as a whole. 

In competing for the confidence from the part of industrial management, 

the research institute ie obliged to follow strictly the wishes of the 

customer and the stipulations of the contract, If¿ by some r aeons, 

the research institute is not able to accomplish the project on time, 

it is necessary, to inform the customer in a proper time giving the 

causes of delay and avoiding any unnecessary mistakes;  The same 

applies for the case where research program should be? extended due 

to the experiences aad results gained in the course of research. Fina, 

ly, the research reports are to be written clearly, avoiding unneces- 

sary texts whioh can be fomvi in the corresponding textbooks and papers, 

but concentrating on the pragmatic substance and recommandations 

how to make use of obtained results. One has to bear in mind that the 

quality and mode of communication of research results in very im-    •• ' 

portant element for the ncceptaqce of new technologies artd operations 



in regular use.   Moreover, a spirit of cooperation and readiness Oí 

researchers to assist in implement;?Hon of the recomnandationp   o 

convert them into practical results in an essential factor to eliminate 

the resistance of industrial* against changes caused by conservativ 

attitudes or any other psychological factors. 

In some cases it is reconmianded to make the costs of research as low 

as possible but to stipulate in the contract a certain share in benefit 

obtained through the use of research results. This particularly applies 

for the cases of reluctance to solve the production problems through 

R&D services, but development ot methods how to follow - up the use 

of results as well as how to checque up the benefits obtained is neces- 

sary in such cases. 

There is a considerable experience gained so far in establishing a 

cooperation on international   level. Some   exemples will be given to 

indicate this sort of activity.   The participation of the Institute in the 

research work of international institutes will be demonstrated on thé 

case of cooperation within the European Community for Coal and Steel 

being located in Bruxelles.  A considerable importance in the research 

activity of the Community is given to the problem of teaming and solidi- 

fication od steel. The participants in this research are the leading me- 

tallurgical research institutes of the Western Europe like: Max Planck 

Institut für Eisenforschung in Düsseldorf, Universities in Aachen and 

Clausthal, Centre National the Recherches métallurgique in Levium, 

IRSÍD in France. Research Centers of British Steel Corporation and 

other. Every organization participates in this research having a parti- 

cular project in this field. The representatives of the participants con- 

stitute an'fcxecutive Committee for Teaming and Solidification" being 

a forum to discuss and approve the research projects,  to monitor the 

progress of work and to discuss the obtained results.  The sessions of 
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I the committee arc held two time« it» u year and corresponding reports 

J nre to be prepared and distributed in advance.   Institut*' "llnnan Rrkic" 

I participates in this Committee with ita research project on invcstiga- 

| tion of the influence of ladle refractories and ladle metallurgy on the 

* occurence and properties of non-metallic inclusions in steel ingots for 

| haevy forgi ngs. A research programme including investigation of 38 
I 
I steel ingots from 20 to 80 t weight, prepared through extensive expe- 

rimentation on industrial scale,  is developed and is partly financed by 

the European Community.  The results having been discussed by highly 

competent members of the Committee proved to be satisfactory. But 

the basic benefit of  this participation is the opportunity to exchange 

ideas and experience, to learn iht? newest research trends in the moat 

competent organizations in developed countries and ;.o establish the 

contacts with their scientists. This research project, havmg a multi- 

disciplinary character, gives excellent opportunity for gaining tv"> •• 

ledge in deoxydation theory and  jractice, modern methods in physical 

metallurgy of steel ingots etc. 

Beyond this, the Instituto in ii volved in some research projects on 

bilateral basis with lue simu«   ''Orgaiiizacioiur. in industrialized and 

developing countries. The co< pera ti ve research on a project concerning 

the investigation of the iron e e from Ljubija deposit in Yugoslavia might 

illustrate this sort of activitv  The project was performed in cooperation 

with the research laboratories of the german company Gutehoffnungs- 

hütte,  The iron ores of Ljubi a deposit, being hydrocarbonates, have an 

average iron content of 51 %   n run of mine state. According to the Pro- 

gramm! the suitability of  these ores for use in direct processes had 

tobe investigated.  A reseaich programme comprising the investigation 

on possibilities of benefication to high grade concéntrales with the sub- 

sequent testing of bfhnviou    during the direct reduction treatment, as 

well as testing the quality >f the sponge iron iibtnined, has !>een set up 
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in a cooperative action. The experimental work has been divided in two 

parts the first p:irt comprising snmpV.gand rtpv^îopir.'yit beneficiatio'n 

technology, and the second part the direct reduction experiments.  The 

Institute "TIn'sari Brkic" implemented the first part and produced the 

pellets With 65 %- Fe, and the G-Il-f Laboratories produced the Bponge 

by processing the pellets procured by Institute "Hasan Drkii". After 

mutual discussion of results a joint report was prepared under the title 

of both organizations. A similar method applies to some research pro- 

jects concerning the development of high strenght microalloyed steels 

for steel structures, performed in cooperation with the "Central Scien- 

tific Research Institute for Steel Metallurgy (CNICERMET) in Moscaw. 

A joint paper was prepared and published in the Russian journal "STAL", 

indicating the names of the authors of the two organizations. 

As a good illustration of cooperation with the similar organizations 

in developing countries might be the joint research project with the 

"MARMARA RESEARCH INSTITUTE" in Turkey,  which is now under 

implementation, as well as a project with the "CENTRAL METALLUR- 

GICAL RESEARCH AND DEVE LOP MT NT INSTITUTE"    \ Egypt, being 

in th* course of preparation.   The cooperation with the Marmara Institu- 

te refers to the project comprising the elaboration of quality control 

systhem in Iron A Steel Works."KARABUK"   in Turkey. This  project 

is financed jointly by UNIDO and by turkish steel induHtry, the UNIDO 

share covering the costs of Institute "IIASAN BRKXÖ", and the turkish 

share covering the costs of Mannara Institute.   Both institutes set up 

jointly the program of action.  The work started in the field by joint 

action of both institutes sending to Karabuk a group of 20 selected 

experts, 10 of them belonging to each institute. This action lasted 15 

days in which time the experts collected nil the data on production 

technology needed for the establishment, of an adequate quality control 
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systaem*    The further, work will be   continued independently each par- 

tner having precisely dcfit.od part of job in liis own responsibility. The 

joint meetings are foreseen to discuss the results obtained as well as 

to prepare a program of actions for the nexi period. The Institute "Hasan 

Brkic" is obliged tn prepare a report for his part of research to UNÍDO, 

as well as for Marmara, and the Marmara Institute will incorporate this 

report in its overall report being the subject of contract with Karabük 

as the final user. The experiences gròiEd up to now are very stimulating 

because the partners enjoyed the cooperative action ant one had not any 

difficulties to establish a   coherent working team. 

Thé research project for Egypt being now under preparation deals' with 

the imprövment of quality of the ingot moulds being a major problem 

of the egyptian steel industry. The project is intended to be a coopera- 

tive action organized on a bilateral principle. A joint team of expert*: 

will visit the foundries being the ingot moulds producer as well as the 

steel melting shops, being the ingot moulds consumers in Egypt and 

will jontly set up of program of research. Both partners will in the 

subsequent s   ge perform their part   of research inde endently and 

periodical meetings are fores« en to discuss the results as well as to 

exchange the ideas. A set of papers is to be prepared and a joint me- 

eting being the forum for the presentation and evaluation of results is 

foreseen to be held in Egypt in the final stage. 

Ows of the utmost important cooperation which proved to be cathalytic 

to establish many international contracts and to develop various modes 

of cooperative research 1B with UNIDO having started almost 10 years 

ago. In the first stage UNIDO gave the assistance supporting the imple- 

mentation of the projects on improvement of country's metallurgy by 

providing* the fellowships, expert« and equipment for the strengthening 

the capabilities of the institute, enabling them to solve a number" bf pro- 

blems facing the metallurgy of the country. 
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ìiome of the activities of international experts   being involved in thin 

programme p-overl tobe very slimu'iting in masterin;  some sophi- 

sticated methods and technique;« like X-ray fluorescence analysis, elec- 

tron microscopy, beneficiatici of the iron ores etc. In the later stage 

UNIDO appointed some of the staff-members of the Institute for the as- 

signement on the improvement of metallurgical reseaith in Egypt, 

Turkey as well a« gave the opportunity to establish the contacta with 

the metallurgical research people in .Tanishedput- (India). 

The activity of the Institute's staff members in Egypt and Turkey a» 

UNIDO consultants proved to be catalytic for a broader cooperation 

resulting in cooperatlv research projects mentioned above. There are 

many new ideas and initiatives in the present stage for new project» as 

well as for new modes of activities   So, for instance, the Marmara 

Research Institute in Turkey <B in full course, to establish closer re- 

lations with the turkish industry.  In the case of insufficiency of adequ- 

ate capabilities for solving some particular problems arising through 

this activity,  the Marmara Institute engages the Institute "Hasan Brkic" 

as his subcontractor helping him with its experience and capabilities. 

The same apples for the Central Me Ulurgical Research and Develop- 

ment Institute in Cairo. 

In the present situation Institute "Hasan Brkic" can provide: 

- Research services on laboratory, pilot plant and industrial 

scale in the field of steel metallurgy, particularly on ore 

beneficiation, steels and alloys development, physical me- 

tallurgy of steel, 

- Consultancy services through preparation of feasibility stu- 

dies for the development of steel industry as well as for 

the modernization of the existing steel industry, lmprov. 

v 
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u.«*nt of tir;- lìtiolotfv ¡nu! »(¡•«•rwvTíar i<>n of qn.itity control, 

- Cony ultfinov fO'-v'PPv in ennlOi ;t;ing Hi«- cope ITI t ion bet- 

ween rer.earch institutos ;iml íifiallurijical industries as 

well as in the organization of the KíLD services, 

- Training facilities for re¿earth people in sophisticated la- 

bor«toi'y and pilot plant techniques in the field of steel me- 

tallurgical research, with. a.particular reference to ore be- 

nefíciation, steel melting ami processing, chemical and 

physical testing methods, the use of computer in metallurgy, 

- Training opportunities in some selected metallurgical indu- 

stries in Yugoslavia under the supervision of Institute's re- 

•i   <r search-and expert staff. 

The presentation of development and experiences gained in the 15 years 

of ac'tiviry of the Institute'illusirr tes its present orientation to be In full 

course to establish a coopera* ion on an international level. The assis 

tance of UNIDO proved to play an outstanding role in catalysing the in- 

**rnanonal contacts and helping to the Institute to develop its present 

capabilities. 
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